We look for differential equations satisfied by the generalized Jacobi polynomials P 
(x)
where the coefficients {c i (x)} ∞ i=1 are independent of the degree n. We show that if M > 0 only for nonnegative integer values of α there exists exactly one differential equation which is of finite order 2α + 4.
By using quadratic transformations we also obtain differential equations for the polynomials P α,± 
Introduction
In the late thirties (see [10] and [11] ) H.L. Krall classified all sets of orthogonal polynomials {P n (x)} ∞ n=0 with degree[P n (x)] = n which satisfy a fourth order differential equation of the form p 4 (x)y (4) are independent of the degree n. These sets of orthogonal polynomials include the classical Legendre, Laguerre, Hermite, Bessel and Jacobi polynomials. He also found three other sets of orthogonal polynomials satisfying a fourth order differential equation of this type. In [8] A.M. Krall studied these new sets of orthogonal polynomials in more details and named them the Legendre type, Laguerre type and Jacobi type polynomials. These polynomials are generalizations of the classical Legendre, Laguerre (with α = 0) and Jacobi polynomials (with β = 0) in the sense that the weight function for these orthogonal polynomials consists of the classical weight function together with a Dirac delta function at the endpoint(s) of the interval of orthogonality.
Later L.L. Littlejohn (see [12] ) studied a generalization of the Legendre type polynomials and named them after H.L. Krall are independent of n having orthogonal polynomial solutions {P n (x)} ∞ n=0 with degree[P n (x)] = n. See [14] and [9] . In [7] T.H. Koornwinder found a general class of orthogonal polynomials which generalize the Legendre type, Jacobi type and Krall polynomials. These polynomials are orthogonal on the interval [−1, 1] with respect to the weight function
where α > −1, β > −1, M ≥ 0 and N ≥ 0. For these generalized Jacobi polynomials we will use Koornwinder's notation :
As a limit case he found the polynomials
which are orthogonal on the interval [0, ∞) with respect to the weight function 1 Γ(α + 1)
These polynomials generalize the classical Laguerre polynomials.
In [5] J. Koekoek and R. Koekoek showed that the polynomials
where
are continuous functions on the real line and
are independent of n. It turns out that the coefficients {a i (x)} ∞ i=0 are polynomials and the differential equation is of infinite order in general if M > 0. However, only for nonnegative integer values of α the order reduces to 2α + 4.
We note that it is well-known that all sets of polynomials named before satisfy a second order differential equation with polynomial coefficients depending on n, but of bounded degree. See for instance [7] , [13] and [15] .
In this paper we look for differential equations for the polynomials P 
and later L.L. Littlejohn found the following sixth order (if M > 0) differential equation for the polynomials
both in a different notation. The latter sixth order differential equation has not appeared in the literature yet. We will derive all differential equations for the polynomials
for every α > −1 and M ≥ 0, which are of the form
where the coefficients {c i (x)} ∞ i=0 are continuous functions on the real line and {c i (x)} ∞ i=1 are independent of the degree n.
So, we consider the polynomials
which can be defined by (see [7] , in a slightly different notation)
As Koornwinder already remarked (see [7] ) the case 2α + 1 = 0 must be understood by continuity in α. Further we will show that for M > 0 these differential equations are of infinite order in general and only for nonnegative integer values of α we find exactly one differential equation of finite order 2α + 4. This answers one of the questions raised in [4] by W.N. Everitt and L.L. Littlejohn.
Finally, we will also derive differential equations for the polynomials P α,± 
Some classical formulas
In this section we give the definition and some properties of the classical ultraspherical polynomials
. For details the reader is referred to [2] and [16] . We will only give those properties we need in this paper. Further we list some other classical formulas which we will use later on.
The polynomials P
can be defined by their representation as a hypergeometric function as
A simple consequence of this definition is the differentiation formula
Further we have the well-known symmetry relation
The ultraspherical polynomials satisfy a second order linear differential equation given by
By using induction it is easy to show that this differential equation implies that
We also need the following formulas for the even and odd order ultraspherical polynomials :
and
respectively. These formulas can be found in [3] in a slightly different notation. We will often use the Vandermonde summation formula :
and the Saalschütz summation formula :
These summation formulas can be found in [3] for instance. Finally, we remark that the Taylor series at the point zero of a hypergeometric function of the form p+1 F p has a radius of convergence 1 unless it terminates. Moreover, such a series also converges absolutely at 1 if the sum of the numerator parameters is less than the sum of the denominator parameters. For details the reader is referred to [1] .
3 The differential equations for P α,α,M,M n
(x)
In order to find all differential equations of the form
, where the coefficients
are continuous functions on the real line and where (11) and use the definition (1) to find
Now we use (6) with i = 0 and i = 1 to obtain
We consider both sides as polynomials in M . Comparing the coefficients of equal powers of M on both sides leads to
It is clear that the third relation is a linear combination of the first two relations which can be simplified to
Since we demand that the coefficients
are independent of n we introduce the following notation
In order to find the general form of the coefficients {a i (x)} ∞ i=0 we will prove the following theorems.
Note that the coefficients
do not depend on α. The proof of theorem 1 can be found in the next section.
where the coefficients
The proof of theorem 2 will be given in section 5. Now we will show that the general solution {a i (x)} ∞ i=0 of (12) and (13), where
are continuous functions on the real line and where
where a 0 (1, α, x) is an arbitrary continuous function on the real line and where the coefficients
are given by (16) , (18), (19) and (20). The proof is based on the following lemma.
be a set of continuous functions of the form (14) which satisfies the homogeneous system
with a 0 (1, α, x) = 0 for all real x. Then we have
In order to prove this lemma we substitute small values of n in the homogeneous system (22). Then we obtain for n = 0 and n = 1 :
for all real x. Since a 0 (1, α, x) = 0 and α > −1, we conclude that a 1 (α, x) = 0 for all real x. If we substitute n = 2 in (22) we obtain
Since 2P
we conclude that a 0 (2, α, x) = 0 for all real x and therefore that a 2 (α, x) = 0 for all real x, since
In the same way we obtain for n = 3 :
Now we find a 0 (3, α, x) = 0 for all real x except for x = 0 being the only zero of
The continuity of a 0 (3, α, x) implies that a 0 (3, α, x) = 0 for all real x. Then we also have a 3 (α, x) = 0 for all real x, since
If we proceed in this way we also find for each n ≥ 4 that a 0 (n, α, x) = 0 for all real x except for the possible zeros of nP
The continuity of a 0 (n, α, x) then implies that a 0 (n, α, x) = 0 for all real x and finally we have a n (α, x) = 0 for all real x, since
This completes the proof of the lemma. This can be shown by using the lemma as follows. We define
is a continuous sequence which is a solution of (22) too where
= 0 for all real x. Now the lemma gives us the desired result.
In section 5 (proof of theorem 2) we show that the continuous sequence
given by (18), (19) and (20) is a solution of (12) and (13) . In order to prove that the general solution {a i (x)} ∞ i=0 of (12) and (13), being a continuous sequence, is of the form (21), we simply note that {a i (x) − c i (x)} ∞ i=0 is a continuous sequence and a solution of the homogeneous system (22). Hence
This shows that we have found all differential equations of the form (11), where the coefficients {a i (x)} ∞ i=0 are continuous functions on the real line and where
are independent of n.
In [6] we conjectured that the polynomials
satisfy a differential equation of the form (17) where the coefficients {c i (x)} ∞ i=0 are given by (18) and (19) where
By using the formulas (7) and (8) we can prove that (23) is equivalent to
Here we remark that the parameter α − i + 3 in the Jacobi polynomial might be smaller than −1. However, the ultraspherical polynomial P (α,α) n (x) is also a polynomial in α. Instead of the definition (3) we may define
By using this definition of the ultraspherical polynomial we see that (24) is equivalent to (20). Since, by using (21), (16) , (19) and (23) we have 
Proof of theorem 1.
To prove theorem 1 we have to show that
To do this we first note that we have in view of (16)
Now we use (4), (5) and (16) to obtain
This proves theorem 1.
Proof of theorem 2.
In this section we will give a proof of the main theorem 2.
In view of (12) and (13) we have to show that
Now we write by using (18), (19) and (20)
Now we obtain by using (20)
By using (4) we find
Now we use Vandermonde's summation formula (9) to see that this leads to
Now we use the well-known fact that 
[n(n + 2α + 1) + (α + 1)(2α + m + 3)] .
Note that the same result also holds for n = m + 2. For n < m + 2 we have (−n) m+2 = 0 and the 3 F 2 (1) exists since
This implies that
Since we have we obtain
Now we use (6) for i = 2 to find
Hence, by using (19) and (6) for i = 1 and i = 0 we find
Finally, this implies that
which proves (25). The proof of (26) is much easier. We start from
We use Vandermonde's summation formula (9) again to obtain
This leads to
Now we use the Saalschütz summation formula (10) again to find for n ≥ m + 2
Since (−n) m+2 = 0 and the 3 F 2 (1) exists for n < m + 2, this implies, by using (4)
and therefore we have
Now we look at the second sum on the left-hand side of (26). Now we have
As before we find by using the Vandermonde summation formula (9)
and therefore we obtain
By using the Saalschütz summation formula (10) we have for n ≥ m + 3
which gives us by using (4), since (−n) m+3 = 0 and the 3 F 2 (1) exists for n < m + 3 :
This implies
Now we have found
which proves (26) and therefore theorem 2.
6 Differential equations for P
In this section we will derive a differential equation for the polynomials P for all α > −1 and N ≥ 0. These differential equations can be obtained from our results by applying the following quadratic transformations (see [7] ) :
Note that (27) and (28) reduce to (7) and (8) if M = 0. If we set y(x) := f (2x 2 − 1) we can prove by induction that
or written in one formula
Note that (27) and (29) substituted in the differential equation given in theorem 1 leads to a triviality, since We remark that d * j (t) is a polynomial in t with degree d * j (t) ≤ j for every j = 1, 2, 3, . . .. By using (19) and (23) we see that 
